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As a dancer for Gallim Dance (2007-2012), Troy was an 
original cast member in I Can See Myself in Your Pupil (2008), 
BLUSH (2009), Wonderland (2010), For Glenn Gould (2011), 
Mama Call (2011), and Sit, Kneel, Stand (2012). As rehearsal 
director for Gallim Dance, Troy rehearsed Andrea Miller's 
work with NYU Tisch, Ballet Hispanico, The Juilliard School, 
The Steps Ensemble, The School at Jacob's Pillow, New 
Jersey Dance Theater Ensemble and Vancouver's Art's 
Umbrella.  She taught Gallim Dance master classes at 	
	 	 Wesleyan University, Barnard University, and 
	 	 Skidmore College. Working with Sidra Bell 	
	   	 Dance NY (2007-2010) resulted in solo work, 
	 	 	 Overtures (2009), as well as Chimeras 
	 	 	 (2008), House Unrest (2009), Revue (2010), 
	 	 and Beautiful Beast: The Other Face (2010). 


	 	 As a teacher, Troy has offered her classes at 
	         Gina Gibney 280 Broadway, the Movement 	
	 	 Invention Project, The Performing Arts Project 
	 	 (Panorama), Rutgers University, New Jersey 
	          Dance Theater Ensemble, and Brooklyn’s 	
	 	 Dancewave. She has choreographed on 	
	 	 Contemporary Dance Wyoming, less than 	
	 	 greater than (2016), and has choreographed 
	 	     solos in collaboration with Lauren Wingenroth 
	 	 	 as a fulfillment of Barnard graduation 
	 	 	 Galatea (2015), for Andrea Murillo as a part 
of The Current Sessions, Volume IV, Issue II legacy part one 
(2014).  


Troy is a Founding Collaborator, Faculty Member and was 
Program Manager of the Movement Invention Project (Artistic 
Director, Alexandra Wells).  Troy is the Assistant to the Artistic 
Director and Board Member of Springboard Danse Montreal. 
A native of New Jersey, Troy began dancing with ballet, tap, 
jazz, and musical theater and graduated from The Juilliard 
School in 2007.

TROY OGILVIE
Troy Ogilvie dances, teaches, choreographs, and directs.  She 
currently dances solos by Margie Gillis and Itzik Galili, teaches 
primarily in New York City, creates choreography wherever will 
have her, and is a Creative Director for The McKittrick Hotel’s 
(home of Sleep No More) Super Cinema parties.


Troy has danced for and collaborated with choreographers - 
Andrea Miller, Sidra Bell, Zoe Scofield, Gabriel Forestieri, Idan 
Sharabi, Itzik Galili, Shannon Gillen, Margie Gillis (as a 
participant in the The Legacy Project/Le Projet Heritage), Austin 

McCormick, Harumi Terayama, Malcolm Low, Patricia 

Noworol, and Belinda McGuire; violinist - Liv H

eym; theater company - Punchdrunk; and director - 

Peter Sellars. 


In 2013, Troy toured internationally with 

the LA Philharmonic, performing the

role of "Mary" in Peter Sellars' "The 

Gospels According to the Other Mary," 

composed by John Adams. She also 

collaborated with violinist Liv Heym 

in "Music in Dialogue with 

Movement", creating a duet 

inspired by tango and tarantella. 

In 2014, she performed in The

Metropolitan Opera’s production 

of “Prince Igor” with choreography by 

Itzik Galili. From 2013-2015, Troy 

performed as Lady Macbeth alongside 

Nicholas Bruder’s Macbeth in Punchdrunk’s “Sleep No More.”  
Troy has continued with Sleep No More’s special events team as 
rehearsal director, assistant to the choreographer, performer, and 
choreographer.  In 2015, Troy performed in Patricia Noworol’s 
“Replacement Place” at New York Live Arts and toured the piece 
to Germany.  Troy is currently working with zoe I juniper on a 
new work, “Clear & Sweet.”
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- Jerry Hochman 
        Critical Dance

“Of particular note.. Troy Ogilvie, smooth and reserved.” 
- Susan Yung, Dance Magazine 

“Troy Ogilvie . . . moves fluidly, one isolation at a time . . . more animal than human. She 
discovers the endless possibilities of her limbs, while the audience watches, fascinated - few 
twisty contortions are out of her reach. She finds a way to waddle on her haunches, looking 
strangely like a frog, and then flips onto her back instead and travels this way, reminiscent of a 
crab; The determination of this organism to make a connection is palpable.” 

- Gervase Caycedo, Charleston City Paper

“The most interesting movement involves contorted articulations of the body reminiscent of 
Naharin or Forsythe… best embodied by dancer Troy Ogilvie, who plays a sort of sinister 
ringleader. She shifts brilliantly between subtleties and exaggerations in her impeccable and 
generous performance. When she struggles against her demise and collapses to the floor in the 
final scene, I feel something for her because of the relationship she has allowed me to develop 
with her character.” 

- Julie Fotheringham, OffOffOffdance

Press Quotes      “Ogilvie           
  captivates us     from the beginning 
          of the evening…

as she storms on the stage. 
On and off she goes, facing us, 
facing away, and peering at us 
with inquiring eyes and half-
hearted smiles. She precedes to 
perform a semi-hopscotch, off-
kilter ballet that makes us 
wonder what’s 
holding 
her up.” 

- Christine Jowers
       DancEnthusiast

      “Troy Ogilvie, 
 the piece’s     moving force,
a counterculture sprit, perhaps a millennial 
who in a prior life was a flower child, who 
comes across as part tornado and part…

Carol Burnett.” 

“Troy Ogilvie danced Bloom to a flurried reading of Joyce – similar to what [Margie] Gillis 
demonstrated a week prior. While movement also musically matches text, Ogilvie does not sign 
the words; she depicts - a living metaphor. The innocent structure exhausts as the poetry patters 
on. Faces change like channels to the story of a woman who chooses nature over a husband. 
Moving at the speed of thought, she buffers in silence to keep up.” 

- Jonathan Matthews, Eye on Dance
“the astounding Troy Ogilvie is on hand, a dancer with a capital D...After marching across the stage several 
time and giving us a penetrating stare, Ogilvie launches herself into a lavish bout of dancing in which she 
seems to stretch and bend and pull steps askew—balancing when you’d expect her to fall, giving her 
virtuosity a ragged edge.” 

- Deborah Jowitt, DanceBeat – an artsjournal blog
“Anthology finishes on a strong note with the solo Overtures, a heart-wrenching portrayal of a woman in the 
midst of a breakdown. Dancer Troy Ogilvie vacillates between chaos and control with frantic hummingbird-
like gestures that become more tender as the character becomes exhausted.”

- Jeanie Keogh, Thought Bubble Portal

“Troy Ogilvie 
      takes a spotlight turn…   
             with jumps to exhaustion.” 

                 - Quinn Batson, OffOffOffdance

“Dancer Troy Ogilvie, as Mary’s haunting, evil self, 
was almost too intense for the stage.” 

- David Littlejohn, 
San Francisco Classical Voice

“Troy eases and contorts her body effortlessly and 
you wonder how she doesn’t face-plant as she t
ears across the stage.” 

- Jane Sato, Theatre Is Easy



Repertory
Solos

*for footage, please contact troyogilvie@gmail.com

LITTLE TINY BITE
Choreography: Itzik Galili
Costume: Natasja Lansen

Text: Melissa Vazal
Re-setting: Elisabeth Gibiat

Length: 20 minutes 
Premiere: Nov.11, 2009

Stadschouwburg, 
Amsterdam

DECONSTRUCTING MARY
Choreography: Margie Gillis & Troy Ogilvie
Music: Noirin Ni Riain - An Caoineadh (The 

Keen), Caoineadh Na Maighdine (The Virgin's 
Lament), The Darkest Midnight, Caoineadh Na 

Maighdine (The Virgin's Lament), Posadh Naofa 
Cana (The Holy Wedding At Cana), 

Length: 12 min

BLOOM
Choreography & Costume: Margie Gillis

Text: excerpt from ‘Ulysses’ 
by James Joyce

 read by Siobhan McKenna
Length: 9 min

Premiere: created in 1980, 
performed by Troy Ogilvie 

March 10, 2015; 
Aiken, South Carolina
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TeachingTeaching

“In my work, I trust the dialogue of gut, heart, and brain in both 
conscious and intuitive physicality.   The tension between abstraction 
and narrative - form and content - adds context to this dialogue.  My 

class physically and mentally prepares dancers and/or actors to 
contribute to this conversation whether they produce their own work 
or interpret the work of others.  Warm-up begins with meditative form 
and graduates to rigorous alignment.  Blood pumping continues with 

improvisation techniques and games; both known and unknown.  
Class finishes with phrase work and related improvisations.”



Contact & Booking
phone:  201.362.4057

email: troyogilvie@gmail.com 

website: www.troyogilvie.com


